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  JOB TITLE: Information Advisor 
 

REPORTS TO: Team Leader 
 
 

JOB OVERVIEW: 
 

To ensure that all types of customer query are dealt with effectively and efficiently 
through provision of excellent customer service at all times. 

 

KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES: 
 

Departmental Operations 
Client Management 
Managing Relationships 

 

KEY ACTIVITIES 
 

Departmental Operations 
 

 To respond to customer queries in a manner that specifically relates to the service 
specifications outlined by the client. 

 To maintain up to date service knowledge to ensure the best possible customer 
service and experience. 

 To provide information in a polite and efficient manner whilst ensuring that the 
required channel of response is utilised appropriately and accurately. 

 To record details of contact in the relevant logs where required. 
 To clearly relay relevant information to customers to ensure clarity of service and 

query response. 
 

Client Management 
 

 To ensure all relevant processes are followed at all time to ensure client service 
specifications are adhered to. 

 To provide effective additional sales opportunities where appropriate by 
suggesting new purchases and/or product top ups. 

 To assist with refund enquiries. 
 To provide detailed explanations and all relevant options to the customer’s 

queries, politely and efficiently.
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Managing Relationships 
 

 Attend, participate and contribute to meetings ensuring appropriate up to date 
information is communicated and acted upon. 

 Develop and maintain relationships within other functions within Journeycall to 
develop a full understanding of customer expectations to ensure that service 
meets expectations. 

 Establish and maintain good customer relationships at all levels. 

 Anticipate and fulfil client needs in a successful manner where appropriate. 

 Fully understand the many facets of the business and structure in order to value 
different requirements and act with diplomacy to achieve the best possible 
outcome. 

 Fully understand and adhere to company policies and procedures in order that 
everyone is treated fairly, consistently & with respect. 

 Remain compliant with company policies and procedures relating to PCI-DSS 
regulations at all times 

 Act as an ambassador for the company ensuring client confidentiality is maintained 
at all times. 

 
CORE COMPETENCIES 

 

 

Motivation: Focuses energy to make things happen with positive results. 

 
Creativity: Demonstrates creative solutions in a variety of situations to win, build 

and sustain partnerships through the development of unique value 
added marketing and promotional activities, displays an 
‘entrepreneurial flair’ 

 
Judgement: Makes decisions, analyses data, generates new ideas and determines 

priorities. 

 
Flexibility: Demonstrates the ability to adapt to all situations and to achieve 

tasks quickly and efficiently and within the set deadlines. 
Understands and responds to change in the company. 

 
Communication: Demonstrates clear, two-way communications at all levels. 

 
Teamwork: Works with and helps others to achieve common standards. 

 
Initiative: Generates ideas and takes action to solve problems. 

 
Technical/      Demonstrates specific commercial and technical knowledge, understanding 
Professional     skills required to carry out this particular role. 
Knowledge 


